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Abstract 

 

 My Capstone project consists of a web application which is designed for a specific 

lawyer, Mr. Abdelouahed JABRI. My application is named E-Lawyer and has as a main goal 

to dematerialize the heavy work of my client who often gets lost while searching in the huge 

amount of paper he has for a specific client's case. The societal implications of this project 

consist of the fact that it will be a first step towards the generalization of the idea of 

dematerializing the work of the numerous lawyers in Morocco and other countries around the 

world, which will have a positive impact on the society as it will allow lawyers to process 

clients' cases faster and thus resolve their problems in a more efficient way. As for its ethical 

implication, my web application preserves the privacy of clients' data. Indeed, I made sure to 

strengthen the security features of the software so that clients' data is never compromised or 

divulged to any non-approved third party.  
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1. INTRODUCTION 
 

 Lawyers in Morocco are often overloaded with the huge amount of paper they need to 

process each time they want to search for a client's case or any other data that could be useful 

in their work. This is mainly due to the fact that most of them tend to manage their work in  a 

traditional way which prevents them from being efficient and organized in their work.  

The lawyers' job requires processing a large quantity of folders and documents related to 

clients' cases. These documents tend to be of an utmost importance and any loss can lead to 

bad consequences such as delays of court sessions and thus clients' dissatisfaction. Due to this 

problem and also to the big number of clients and cases, we have decided to come up with an 

automated way to manage the heavy work of Moroccan lawyers.   

The client who is going to benefit from my application is named Mr. Abdelouahed Jabri, who 

is a well-reputed lawyer located in Casablanca. In order to manage the high number of clients 

he has, Mr. Jabri wanted a web application that could help him achieve his tasks in the most 

efficient way possible. 

E-Lawyer is a web application which main purpose is to dematerialize the lawyer's work by 

helping him take advantage of several features such as knowing his agenda ahead of time 

(including the whole week's activities). My web application also allows him to access and 

display information related to his clients and law cases and keep track of their evolution. Also, 

I made sure during the implementation of my web application to preserve the lawyer's clients' 

confidentiality by strengthening the security features of the software so that clients' data is 

never compromised or divulged to any non-approved third party.  
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2. STEEPLE Analysis 
 

A STEEPLE analysis was of great help to me in my capstone project as it helped me have an 

idea about the macro-environmental factors that affect the system I have been developing 

throughout the semester. It also helped me understand the effect that my application can have 

on the seven macro-environmental factors discussed below: 

 Societal Consideration: The E-Lawyer web application will help my client, Mr. 

Abdelouahed, to be more efficient in his work and thus process his clients' cases 

faster, which will have a positive impact on society as people's conflicts will be solved 

more efficiently and quickly. 

 Technical Consideration: The application I developed is inspired from an already 

existing technology and therefore does not have any added value on the invention 

cycle. 

 Environmental Consideration: My system will have a positive impact on the 

environment as it will help reduce the amount of paper traditionally used by lawyers. 

 Ethical Consideration: The features of the application conform to ethical standards. 

 Political Consideration: The web application I developed does not have any political 

implications and is not intended to threaten the political stability of the country. 

 Legal Consideration: Legal aspects are not related to my application. 

 Economic Consideration: My application will not suppress any job position and will 

not impact the economy of the country.  
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3. Methodology 

 

 In the Computer Science field, being skilled at programming is often not enough in 

order to be able to implement a well-designed application that fully satisfies the customer 

needs and wants. In many cases, developing an application requires thorough understanding 

of the functionalities of the processes that need to be dematerialized and automated.  

The web application I developed for my capstone project requires understanding the 

Moroccan law procedures, technical words and concepts. This being said, developing my 

application requires extensive preliminary research. This led me to start searching on the 

internet about these matters to acquire enough knowledge that would allow me to build a 

well-developed application. I also interviewed other Moroccan lawyers in order to have as 

much information as needed to start developing my application on a solid basis. 

As to the Software Engineering method I followed, I chose the incremental method. this 

means that my application has been broken down into increments in such a way that it was 

possible for me to go back to the code and make the necessary changes throughout the 

development of the application.   
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4. Requirements Specification 
 

 I did a face-to-face interview with the lawyer I chose to work with as a data and 

requirements gathering method. This is known as the requirements and specification stage, 

which is the first activity in the software development process. I believe that a face-to-face 

interview is the best tool to use for this phase of my project because it will make the 

communication easier between the client and me, the developer. 

4.1. Feasibility Study 
 

 The E-Lawyer web application is a project that is designed for a specific lawyer, Mr. 

Abdelouahed JABRI, to help him dematerialize the heavy amount of paper he needs to 

process each time he wants to search for a specific client's case. During the feasibility study of 

this project, there were no constraints from my client as to what technologies I need to use for 

my web application. Therefore, I was free to choose the database, platform and language to 

use for my project. 

4.1.1. Technology enablers 

 MySQL Workbench 

 MySQL Workbench is a unified visual tool for database architects, developers, and 

DBAs. MySQL Workbench provides data modeling, SQL development, and comprehensive 

administration tools for server configuration, user administration, backup, and much more. 

MySQL Workbench is available on Windows, Linux and Mac OS X. 
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 JEE 

For the language used, I opted for Java EE, or JEE (Java Enterprise Edition) 

which is a set of specifications for enterprise applications. It could be considered as an 

extension of the Java language in order to facilitate the development of robust and available 

applications. It actually combines the advantages of the Java language with the acquired 

development experience over the years. 

 Glassfish 4.1 

  In order to make a Java EE web application work, we need to use an application 

server such as Glassfish which is an open-source application server project started by Sun 

Microsystems for the Java EE platform and now sponsored by Oracle Corporation. The 

supported version is called Oracle GlassFish Server. GlassFish is free software, dual-licensed 

under two free software licences: the Common Development and Distribution License 

(CDDL) and the GNU General Public License (GPL) with the classpath exception. 

 JSF 

JSF (JavaServer Faces) is a Java framework for web applications development. 

Oppositely to other MVC traditional frameworks based on actions, JSF is based on the notion 

of components which is comparable to that of Swing or SWT (Standard Widget Toolkit), 

where the state of the component is saved and then restored during the return of the request. 

JSF components are used to link the view with the model.  
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 Netbeans 

 The IDE (Integrated Development Environment) I chose for my project is 

Netbeans, which is an open-source programming tool designed for writing, compiling, 

debugging and deploying programs. It is written in Java - but can support any other 

programming language. Netbeans is a free product with no restrictions regarding its usage.  

4.2. Schedule 

The table below describes the different steps that have been undertaken (on a weekly basis) in 

order to implement my E-Lawyer web application: 

Week Dates Task to be performed 

1 31/8 - 4/9 - Project selection 

2 7 - 11/9 - Initial specification 

3 14 - 25/9 - Gathering requirements 

-Feasibility study and 

analysis 

4-7 27/9 - 24/10 - Design and analysis 

- Interim report 

8-11 6/10 - Implementation 

12 20/11 -Finalization of E-Lawyer 

application 

- Testing 

13 23/11  -Final report and professional 

CV 

14 30/11  - Project defense  
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15 7 - 11/12 -Corrections to project/report 

 

4.3. Functional requirements 

The functional requirements that my application needs to fulfill are described below in terms 

of purpose, input, output and exceptions.  

4.3.1. Functional requirement 1: Add new client information form 

 

4.3.2. Functional requirement 2: Search client information form 

 

4.3.3. Functional requirement 3: Edit client information form 

Functional requirement The lawyer shall be able to add a new client information form 

Input The lawyer shall enter information related to a specific client  

 

Output The new information related to this specific client will be part of 

the list of clients' forms. 

Exceptions If the user does not fill the case ID, an error message is displayed.  

Functional requirement The lawyer shall be able to search client information form  

Input The lawyer shall search for a client form by Case ID, first name or 

last name of the client. 

Output The client information form searched by the lawyer will be 

displayed to the screen 

 

Exceptions NA 

Functional requirement The lawyer shall be able to edit the client information form  

Input The lawyer shall select the id of the client of whom he wants to 

update the information 

Output The client information form will be displayed on the screen and the 

lawyer shall be able to edit any needed information 

 

Exceptions An exception is raised if the lawyer does not choose any id from the 

combo box. 
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4.3.4. Functional requirement 4: Delete client information form 

 

4.3.5. Functional requirement 5: View client information form 

 

  

Functional requirement The lawyer shall be able to delete client information form  

Input The lawyer shall select the id of the client of whom he wants to 

delete the information and click on the delete button 

Output The information form of the selected client shall be deleted 

 

Exceptions An exception is raised if the lawyer does not choose any client id 

from the combo box. 

Functional requirement The lawyer shall be able to view the client information form  

Input The lawyer shall be able to see detailed information about a specific 

client by selecting his id, then clicking on search and then on the 

details button. 

Output Detailed information about the selected client is displayed to the 

screen 

 

Exceptions An exception is raised if the lawyer does not select any client id.  
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4.3.6. Functional requirement 6: Add a case form 

 

4.3.7. Functional requirement 7: Search Case form  

 

4.3.8. Functional requirement 8: Edit Case form  

 

  

Functional requirement The lawyer shall be able to add a case form  

Input The lawyer shall enter the id of the case which links a specific 

client to it, display the information that were entered previously. 

The lawyer can then add new information in order to create a new 

case form. 

Output A new case form is created and added to existing cases 

Exceptions An exception is raised if the lawyer does not enter the obligatory 

fields 

Functional requirement The lawyer shall be able to search for a case form 

Input The lawyer shall enter the id of the client to be able to search for the 

case form appropriate to that specific id 

Output The case form of that specific client is displayed on the screen 

Exceptions NA 

Functional requirement The lawyer shall be able to delete a case form 

Input The lawyer shall enter the id of the client, then click on the update 

button once the case id displayed on the screen 

Output The case form of that specific client is displayed on the screen and 

the lawyer shall be able to edit all the needed information 

Exceptions An exception is raised if the lawyer does not select any client id or 

if the chosen id does not have any case associated with it yet.  
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4.3.9. Functional requirement 9: Delete Case form  

 

4.3.10. Functional requirement 10: View Case form  

 

4.3.11. Functional requirement 11: Add court session  

 

  

Functional requirement The lawyer shall be able to delete a case form 

Input The lawyer shall select the id of the client and click on the delete 

button once the case form is displayed on the screen 

Output The case form of that specific client is deleted from the list of case 

forms. 

Exceptions An exception is raised if the lawyer does not select any client id or 

if the specified id does not have any case associated with it yet. 

Functional requirement The lawyer shall be able to view details about the case form he 

added 

Input The lawyer shall click on the details button in order to get detailed 

information about the case he searched for 

Output The case form is displayed along with detailed information about it 

Exceptions NA  

Functional requirement The lawyer shall be able to add a court session to the existing court 

sessions 

Input The lawyer shall enter information about the court session he 

wishes to add  

Output The court session is added to the list of existing court sessions 

Exceptions An exception is raised if the lawyer does not enter the obligatory 

fields 
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4.3.12. Functional requirement 12: Search court session  

 

4.3.13. Functional requirement 13: Edit court session  

 

4.3.14. Functional requirement 14: Delete court session  

 

  

Functional requirement The lawyer shall be able to search for a court session 

Input The lawyer shall enter the id of the client of whom he wants to see 

the court session 

Output The court session is displayed to the lawyer with its date and other 

detailed information about it. The lawyer can click on the details 

button which would lead him to a page containing more details on 

the court session.  

Exceptions NA 

Functional requirement The lawyer shall be able to update a court session 

Input The lawyer shall click on the edit court session button and choose 

the client id of whom he wants to update the court session 

Output The court session is displayed to the lawyer and he can update any 

needed information 

Exceptions An exception is raised if the lawyer does not choose any case id 

Functional requirement The lawyer shall be able to delete a court session 

Input The lawyer shall enter the id of the client of whom he wants to 

delete the court session 

Output The court session is deleted from the list of court sessions 

associated with the chosen client id  

Exceptions An exception is raised if no court session is selected or if the lawyer 

does not enter any client id.  
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4.3.15. Functional requirement 15: View court sessions of the week  

 

4.3.16. Functional requirement 16: Add a document  

 

 4.3.17. Functional requirement 17: Search document 

4.3.18. Functional requirement 18: Download a document 

 

Functional requirement The lawyer shall be able to view the court sessions of the week 

Input The lawyer shall click on the "court sessions of the week" button. 

Output The system shall return all the court sessions that the lawyer has in 

the current week (current date + 7)  

Exceptions NA 

Functional requirement The lawyer shall be able to add a document to a specific client 

Input The lawyer shall upload the file and add it to a specific client by 

entering the id of the latter 

Output The document is added to the existing list of documents of that 

specific client  

Exceptions An exception is raised if the lawyer does not choose any client id 

from the combo-box or if he does not choose any document to 

upload 

Functional requirement The lawyer shall be able to search for the document that he has 

uploaded for a specific client 

Input The lawyer shall enter the id of the client of whom he wants to 

search for the document 

Output The document is displayed on the screen with the id of the specific 

client chosen   

Exceptions NA 

Functional requirement The lawyer shall be able to download the document he already 

uploaded for the specific client he chose  

Input The lawyer shall click on the download button  

Output The document is downloaded on the lawyer's computer    

Exceptions NA  
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4.3.19. Functional requirement 19: Delete a document 

 

4.3.20. Functional requirement 20: Search contact 

 

4.3.21. Functional requirement 21: Add procedure 

 

4.3.22. Functional requirement 22: Search procedure 

Functional requirement The lawyer shall be able to delete the documents he uploaded for 

his client  

Input The lawyer shall choose the client id, click on search, then click on 

the delete button next to the file uploaded 

Output The document is deleted from the list of documents of that specific 

client 

Exceptions An exception is raised if the lawyer does not choose a client id or 

clicks on the delete button if the client does not have any document. 

Functional requirement The lawyer shall be able to search for the contact of a specific client  

Input The lawyer shall choose the last name of the client of whom he 

wants to see the phone number 

Output The client's information is displayed in a table (CIN number, first 

name, last name, phone number, address and city) 

Exceptions An exception is raised if the lawyer does not choose a client id 

Functional requirement The lawyer shall be able to add a procedure for a specific client  

Input The lawyer shall choose the id of the client he wants to add a case 

to, the date of the case and the procedure 

Output The procedure is added to the specified client 

Exceptions An exception is raised if the lawyer does not enter the obligatory 

fields. 

Functional requirement The lawyer shall be able to search for a procedure  

Input The lawyer shall choose the id of the client 

Output The system shall display the procedure and the date of the specified 

client 

Exceptions An exception is raised if the lawyer does not choose any client id. 
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4.3.23. Functional requirement 23: Edit procedure 

 

4.3.24. Functional requirement 24: Delete procedure 

 

4.4. Non-functional requirements 
 

4.4.1. Product requirement 

 4.4.1.1. Efficiency requirement: 

  4.4.1.2.1. Performance requirement 

  The response time of my web application shall be quick as it does not exceed 8 

  seconds. The start time shall be quick as well.  

  4.4.1.2.2. Space requirement 

  The system shall not occupy more than 1200 Kb. 

 4.4.1.2. Usability requirement 

 The E-Lawyer system has a user-friendly and simple to understand interface in order 

 to facilitate the interaction with users.  

  

  

Functional requirement The lawyer shall be able to update a procedure  

Input The lawyer shall choose the id of the client of whom he wants to 

update the procedure 

Output The system shall display the procedure and allow the lawyer to 

update the needed information 

Exceptions An exception is raised if the lawyer does not choose any client id or 

if the chosen id does not have any procedure associated with it.  

Functional requirement The lawyer shall be able to delete a procedure  

Input The lawyer shall choose the id of the client of whom he wants to 

delete the procedure 

Output The procedure associated with that specific client is deleted  

Exceptions An exception is raised if the lawyer does not choose any client id. 
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 4.4.1.3. Reliability requirement 

 The functionalities of the system shall work as required and the latter should be 

 reliable.  

 4.4.1.4. Portability requirement 

 The developed system shall be compatible with Windows operating systems.  

4.4.2. Organizational requirement 

 4.4.2.1. Delivery requirement 

 The E-Lawyer web application shall be displayed by the end of November.  

 4.4.2.2. Development requirement 

 The web application shall be developed using Java.  

4.4.3. External requirement 

 4.4.3.1. Ethical requirement 

 The E-Lawyer web application shall respect ethical rules and regulations.  

 4.4.3.2. Legislative requirement  

  4.4.3.2.1. Privacy requirement 

  The E-Lawyer web application shall preserve the lawyer's client's   

  confidentiality by strengthening the security features of the software so that 

  clients' data is never compromised or divulged to any non-approved third party. 

5. Design and Analysis 

 

5.1. The MVC Model 

 

It is important to know that originally, Java EE allows to code the application in the way the 

developers desire. It is actually used for large enterprise projects, and it implies that: 
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 It is possible to maintain and correct an application that we have not created on our 

own, 

 It is possible to evolve an application that we have not created on our own. 

For all these reasons, it is necessary to adopt a rather standard architecture that could be 

recognized by every developer. The MVC (Model - View -Controller) Model, which is 

applied in the Java EE application conception [4], is considered to be the one that is used to 

satisfy those needs. This model literally fragments the applications into distinct layers, which 

has a strong impact on the code organization.  

 Model: Corresponds to the data manipulated by the application, be it access or 

updating. 

 View: Corresponds to the interface with which the user interacts. Its first task is to 

represent the results sent by the model. Its second task is to receive all user actions. 

Those different events are sent to the controller. The View is not concerned with 

processing, it just displays the processing results that have already been done by the 

Model. 

 Controller: Takes care of the synchronization events management in order to update 

the View or the Model and synchronize them. It receives all user's events and triggers 

the actions to be performed.  

Figure 1 below illustrates the functioning of the MVC Model: 
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Figure 1: MVC Model 

5.2. Entity Relationship Diagram  
 

An ERD is a software engineering tool used to model data in the database. It is also used to 

design the system and represent the logical structure of the database. 

The ERD for the E-Lawyer application represents the database tables used to store the 

application's data. The client table contains the information of the lawyer's clients,  and the 

qadaya table represents the cases data of the clients and has a one-to-one relationship with the 

client table. The procedures related to the cases are stored in the ijraa table and has one-to-one 

relationship with the qadaya table. Each procedure contains a reference to the tribunal 

information in the tribunal table, which has a one-to-many relationship with the qadaya table. 

The userinfo table contains the login information of the application's users. 

Figure 2 below represents the ER Diagram for the E-Lawyer web application. 
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Figure 2. ERD of E-Lawyer web application 

5.4. Use Case Diagram 
 

The use case diagram represents a description of the main components of the system as well 

as its features and functionalities. In such a diagram, we find the use cases, actors, the system 

and associations between them. For the E-Lawyer web application, only one actor, which is 

the lawyer, interacts with the system. The actions associated to him are represented in 

Figure.3 below. 
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Figure 3. E-Lawyer use case diagram 
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5.5. Sequence diagrams  
 

A sequence diagram represents the flow of object interactions in a specific sequence of time. 

It actually shows the different objects and classes of the scenario as well as the message 

sequence that is exchanged between these objects.  

The sequence diagram of the authentication process is represented in Figure 4 below. 

 

Figure 4. Sequence diagram for adding a new client information form 

Explanation: 

The lawyer starts by entering the client information in the Add Client Page (the view) which 

performs an error validation, meaning that it checks whether all the fields have been entered 

and thus no field remained empty. If a field has not been entered, it returns an error message 

to the lawyer, if all te fields have been correctly entered, the view calls the addClient function 

from the bean (ClientBean) with the client information as parameters. the ClientBean page 

then performs an information validation which checks in the database whether the information 
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entered by the user is invalid, meaning whether the client already exists in the database for 

example. If this is the case, it returns an error message, otherwise, the client is successfully 

added to the database and a successful message is returned to the user.  

Figure 5 below represents the sequence diagram for adding a new client information form: 

 

Figure 5. Sequence diagram for searching and deleting a client form 

Explanation: 

The lawyer sends a search request to the Search Client page (the view), the latter calls the 

function search () from the ClientBean giving it the query as a parameter. The ClientBean 

searches in the database and returns the search results with the client as parameter to the view 

which, in its turn, displays them to the lawyer.  

If the lawyer wants to delete a specific client, he sends a delete request to the view which calls 

the function DeletClient() from the bean. The latter deletes the selected client from the 

database and returns a success message to the view, which in its turn returns it to the lawyer.  
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6. Development and Implementation  

6.1. Code snippet of the login function 

Figures 6, 7 and 8 below illustrate a snippet J2EE code of the login function of the E-Lawyer web 

application.  

 

Figure 6. Login.xhtml page 

Figure 6 above shows the view of the login function in the web application. All the tags 

containing the column are specific to the JSF (Java Server Faces) framework.  
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Figure 7. LoginBean.java page 

Figure 7 above shows the controller of the login page where we can see the loginProject() 

function which gets the UserDAO shown below (which checks for the credentials in the 

database) and automatically redirects the user to the menu page if the credentials are valid, 

and returns an error message if they are invalid.  

 

Figure 8. UserDAO.java 

page 
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Figure 8 above shows the model of the login functionality which connects the application to 

the database in order to check whether the credentials entered by the user are valid or not. 

6.2. Code snippet of the add client function 
 

Figures 9, 10 and 11 below illustrate a J2EE code snippet of adding a client feature. 

 

Figure 9. AjoutClient.xhtml page 

Figure 9 above shows the view for adding a client information page. The information that 

need to be entered by the user are defined. The obligatory fields have a star right next to their 

name.  
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Figure 10. Client.java page 

Figure 10 above shows the controller of adding the client information page functionality 

which contains the addClient() function we previously talked about in the sequence diagram.  

 

Figure 11. ClientBean.java page 
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Figure 11 above shows the model of adding the client information page functionality, which 

does the connection between the database and the application.  

7. Difficulties encountered 

 Throughout this semester, I had to strengthen my knowledge about Java EE in order to 

be able to achieve this final result. Even though I had already worked with this language 

before during my last internship, I never started a whole web application from scratch using it. 

Therefore, I had to watch many tutorials on the internet on how to use it and on the 

appropriate and most efficient tools to use with it. The difficulty of this task lied in the fact 

that I had a lot of work during the semester which made it very difficult for me to sharpen my 

skills in that language in parallel.  

 Another difficulty that I encountered was my lack of knowledge about how the law 

system works in Morocco. The web application had to be in Arabic, which made me go 

search for the definition of some law-related words that I could not understand in order to be 

able to implement the required features of the application.  

8. Outcomes of the Capstone 

The Capstone project I worked on throughout this semester enabled me to put my theoretical 

knowledge of Software Engineering into practice. It also helped me strengthen my knowledge 

in a very important programming language, which is Java EE. Finally, this project was a way 

for me to discover some new aspects about the law field that I did not know before, which is 

an added value to my general knowledge.   
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9. Conclusion and Future Work  
 

 Achieving a well-designed web application for the Capstone project is a process that 

requires excellent research and thus needs a sense of initiative, responsibility, enthusiasm and 

involvement. It also requires a clear vision of the desired outcome, and therefore a clear 

formulation of each development phase, from the requirements specification phase to the 

imagination of the micro-details of the development process. 

The E-Lawyer web application that I developed throughout this semester is a complete system 

which would offer my client, Mr. Abdelouahed Jabri, the possibility of dematerializing his 

work and thus be more efficient by managing all his clients' cases online. After delivering my 

capstone project to the School, the web application will be given to my client along with a 

how-to-use manual that would help him understand how to effectively work with the 

application I developed for him.  
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10. Screenshots of the E-Lawyer web application 

Figures 12 to illustrate screenshots of the E-Lawyer web application. 

 

Figure 12. Login page 

 

Figure 13. Menu page 
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Figure 14. Top Menu 

 

Figure 15. Add client information page 
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Figure 16. Add client information page 

 

Figure 17. Search, view, update and delete client information page 
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Figure 18. View client information page 

 

Figure 19. Add new case 
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Figure 20. Search, view, update and delete case 

 

Figure 21. Add procedure 
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Figure 22. Search procedure 

 

Figure 23. Add court session 
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Figure 24. Search, delete and update court session 

 

Figure 25. Upload a document 
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Figure 26. Download and delete a document 

 

Figure 27. Add contact 
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Figure 28. View contact 
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